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How to do coding and decoding

Compare Courses and TracksCourses and Tracks are aligned to in-demand skills in high-growth fields, and 100% online. Take a self-led, noncredit course to learn about one subject with an average of four job-ready skills or dive into a track for a sequence of courses with 4 to 24 job-ready skills. | 300838 Coding - Decoding Aptitude basics, practice
questions, answers and explanations Prepare for companies tests and interviewsCoding-DecodingCoding is a method of transmitting a message between the sender and the receiver that no third person can understand it. The coding and decoding one’s ability of deciphering the rule and breaking the code to decipher the message will be tested to
know.Approach:1) Observe alphabets or numbers given in the code keenly.2) Find the sequence it follows whether it is ascending or descending.3) Detect the rule in which the alphabets/numbers/words follow.4) Fill the appropriate letter/number/word in the blank given.Letter coding: Alphabets in a word are replaced by other alphabets according to
a specific rule to know its code. So the common rule should de detected first. Some examples are given below:1) ‘ZYXW’ as coded as ‘ABCD’ then ‘STUV’ is coded as...........Answer: Z – A, Y– B, X – C, W – DV – E, U – F, T – G, S – HSTUV = HGFEAnswer = HGFERule= front alphabet= back alphabet.2) ‘ bcd’ is coded as ‘def’ then ‘True’ is coded
as..........Answer: b – d (+2)c – e (+2)d – f (+2)+2 letters are considered in this code.True – VtwgAnswer = Vtwg.3) ‘ Hyderabad ’ is coded as ‘Ixedszcze’ then ‘Chennai’ is coded as..............Answer: H – I (+1)Y – X (1–)D – E (1+)E – D (1-)R – S (1+)A – Z (1–)B – C (1+)A – Z (1– )D – E (1+)Here if we observe alternatively the letter increasing and one letter
decreasing.Chennai =dgfmozjAnswer = dgfmozjNumber coding: In this each alphabets or words are assigned to the numeric values we should observe the given letters and the assigned values and use the same rule to find the value to of given code. Some examples are given below:1)Apple is coded as 25563, Rung is coded as 7148. Then purple is
coded asAnswer:PURPLE – 517563Answer = 517563.2)In a language A is coded as 1, B is coded as 2, ….. then FACE is coded asAnswer:Then FACE = 6135Answer = 6135.3)PUSH is coded as 1234, ROUGH is coded as 65274. Then SOUP is coded asAnswer:SOUP = 3521Answer = 3521.Substitution: In this section an object names are substituted with
different object names. We should carefully trace the substituion and answer given question. Some examples are given below:1)‘book’ is coded as ‘pencil’, ‘pencil’ is coded as ‘mirror’, ‘mirror is coded as ‘book’. Then what is useful to write on a paper?Answer: Pencil is coded as mirrorAnswer = mirror.2)‘man is coded as ‘woman’, woman is coded as
‘girl’, ‘girl’ is coded as ‘boy’, ‘boy’ is coded as ‘worker’ then 6 years female is known as?Answer: 6 years female = girl, but ‘girl’ is coded as ‘boy’.Answer = boy.3)‘Reds’ are ‘blues’, ‘blues’ are ‘whites’, ‘whites’ are ‘yellows’, ‘yellows’ are ‘oranges’, ‘oranges’ are ‘pinks’, then what is the colour of the sky?Answer: Sky is blue, but blues are whitesAnswer
= white.Exercise questions1.In a certain code, COMPUTER is written as RFUVQNPC. How is MEDICINE written in the same code ?a) MFEDJJOE b) EOJDEJFM c) MFEJDJOE d)EOJDJEFMAns: Option dThe letters of the word are written in reverse order and expect the first and the last letter all other letters aremove one step forward2.In a code
language, A is written as B, B is written as C, C is written as D and so on, then how will SMART be written in that code language ?a) TLBSU b)SHBSU c)TNBSU d)SNBRUAns: Option cThe letters are coded by moving them 1 step forward.3.In a certain code , RIPPLE is written as 613382 and LIFE is written as 8192. How is PILLER written in that
code?a)318826 b)776655 c)786543 d)156724Ans: Option a:Word : R I P P L E L I F E P I L L E RCode : 6 1 3 3 8 2 8 1 9 2 3 1 8 8 2 64.In a certain code FLOWER is coded as 36 and SUNFLOWER is coded as 81, then how to code FOLLOWS?a) 42 b)49 c)63 d) 36Ans: Option bThe word FLOWER has 6 letters . 62 is 36The word SUNFLOWER has 9
letters. 92 is 81Like FOLLOWS has 7 letters. So 72 is 495.In a certain code ,'il be pee' means 'roses are blue','sik hee' means 'red flowers' and 'pee mit hee' means 'flowers are vegetables', How is 'red' written in that code?a)hee b)sik c)be d)cannot be determined e)noneAns: Option bCode SentenceIl be pee roses are blueSik hee red flowersPee mit hee
flowers are vegetablesIn II and III code ‘hee’ stands for ‘flowers’. So ‘sik’ stands for ‘red’6.In a certain code language : ‘dugo hui mul zo’ stans for ‘work is very hard’ ‘hui dugo ba ki’ for ‘Bingo is very smart’; ‘nano mul dugo’ for ‘cake is hard’; and ‘mul ki gu’ for ‘smart and hard’ Which of the following word stand for Bingo ?a) Jalu b) Dugo c) Ki d)
BaAns: Option dCode Sentence1.dugo hui mul zo work is very hard2.hui dugo ba ki bingo is very smart3.nano mul dugo cake is hard4.mul ki gu smart and hardFrom second code and its sentence neither ‘ba’ is repeated nor is ‘Bingo.7.If rain is called water, water is called air, air is called cloud, cloud is called sky, sky is called sea, sea is called road,
where do the aeroplanes fly ?a) Water b) Road c) Sea d) CloudAns: Option cAeroplanes fly in sky and as per given codes sky is sea8.If Orange is called Lemon, Lemon is called Flower, Flower is called Fish, Fish is called Tail and Tail is called Pen, what is Rose ?a) Pen b) Lemon c) Flower d) FishAns: Option dRose is a flower and as per given codes
flower is fish.9.In a certain code language $#* means ‘Shirt is clean’, @ D# means ‘Clean and neat’ and @ ? means ‘neat boy’, then what is the code for ‘and’ in that languagea) # b) D c) @ d) Data inadequate Ans: Option bCode sentence$#* ‘Shirt is clean’,@ D# ‘Clean and neat’@ ? ‘neat boy’Here # stands for clean and @ stands for neat. D stands
for ‘and’10.If A stands for +, B stands for -, C stands for x, what is the value of (10C4)(A) (4C4)B6 ?a) 60 b) 50 c) 56 d) 46Ans: Option b(10C4)(A) (4C4)B6 = (10 * 4) + (4*4) –6 = 50 Metro Manila drivers of past and present are familiar with the term "number coding." It is effective from Monday to Friday, from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. for private vehicles,
except on holidays. Roads covered by the number coding include EDSA, C5, C6, South Luzon Expressway, Shaw Boulevard, Roxas Boulevard, Ortigas Avenue, and Marcos Highway. What is the number coding scheme? Formally known as the Modified Unified Vehicular Volume Reduction Program (UVVRP), the rule prohibits private motor vehicles
from travelling on metro roads during certain weekdays, which correspond with the final number of a vehicle's plate number. Going by UVVRP rule, cars whose plate numbers end with 1 and 2 are prohibited to travel during Mondays. The same logic applies until Fridays, which prohibit cars with plate numbers ending with 9 and 0. Enforced by the
Metro Manila Development Authority (MMDA), the number coding aims to lower the number of cars on the road and ease congestion. The rule was briefly suspended at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Some time last year, the number coding was reinstated, this time the rule applies from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. along major roads, from Monday
to Friday expect holidays. MMDA's infographic explains the revised number coding scheme in detail. Which roads in Metro Manila have number coding in effect? Roads covered by the number coding include EDSA, C5, C6, South Luzon Expressway, Shaw Boulevard, Roxas Boulevard, Ortigas Avenue, and Marcos Highway. Who are exempted from
the number coding? How can I apply for the exemption? As the number coding applies to private vehicles, transport network vehicle service (TNVS) units, public utility vehicles (PUVs), commercial vehicles transporting essential goods, and utility vehicles like garbage trucks are exempted from the rule. Motorcycles are also exempted, as are vehicles
carrying senior citizens in Makati City, as long as the senior citizens present their Blu Card from the city. Speaking of senior citizens, they may apply for exemption at the MMDA along with persons with disabilities (PWDs) and business owners. In its website, MMDA said it requires coding exemption applicants to submit the following documents:
Letter of request. Photocopy of vehicle’s OR/CR. Senior citizen's card. Medical certificate (for PWDs). Applications are done at the Office of the Chairman of the MMDA, at the agency's Main Building located at EDSA cor. Orense Street in Guadalupe, Makati City. As for fees, private citizens and business owners need to pay P1,000 for their
application. Once approved, motorists can be exempted from the number coding either between January 1 to June 30, or July 1 to December 31. Recent developments on the number coding rule MMDA reconsidered bringing back the whole-day number coding rule as Metro Manila is placed under Alert Level 1. However, the agency decided not to
push through after it found that the traffic volume does not call for the expanded rule. “Traffic is concentrated during these hours (7 a.m to 9 a.m and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.). The time stuck in traffic is just short. It eases immediately. This is why we are not seeing any reason to expand the number coding scheme,” MMDA Chairman Romando Artes was
quoted as saying in a report. In a recent Facebook post, MMDA also advised the public to disregard a number coding scheme infographic that once circulated on social media, which said the whole-day coding policy is in effect. The agency clarified that the viral infographic is outdated and the number coding policy still stands from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m..
For its part, Makati City resumed on March 16 its own number coding scheme that is effective from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.. Whether the number coding rule is effective, though, is still up for debate. What we do know, however, that number coding is here to stay. Photos and images from Metropolitan Manila Development Authority, Makati City, Roy Robles,
and Kap Maceda Aguila
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